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Abstract. Topic models are hierarchical Bayesian models for language modeling and document analysis. It has been well-used and achieved a lot of success in
modeling English documents. However, unlike English and the majority of alphabetic languages, the basic structural unit of Chinese language is character instead
of word, and Chinese words are written without spaces between them. Most previous research of using topic models for Chinese documents did not take the Chinese character-word relationship into consideration and simply take the Chinese
word as the basic term of documents. In this paper, we propose a novel model to
consider the character-word relation into topic modeling by placing an asymmetric prior on the topic-word distribution of the standard Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model. Compared to LDA, this model can improve performance in document classification especially when test data contains considerable number of
Chinese words not appeared in training data.
Keywords: Topic Models, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, CWTM, Gibbs Sampler.

1 Introduction
Topic models are a class of hierarchical probabilistic models for analyzing discrete data
collections. It assumes that documents are mixtures of topics and each topic is a probability distribution over words. Topic models have attracted a lot of attentions in recent
years because it tries to model document in semantic level. Unlike English and the majority of alphabetic languages, the basic structural unit of Chinese language is character
instead of word [13], and Chinese words are written without spaces between them. Most
previous research applying topic models to analyze Chinese documents choose Chinese
word as the basic term. Chinese documents are segmented into words which are generally believed to have more specific meanings than characters. However, word-based
methods completely ignore the information that a Chinese word are composed of Chinese characters. Words sharing one same character may have some semantic relations,
such a relation cannot be detected in word-based models. For example, the Chinese
words “xué xı́ ”(study) and “xué shēng ” (student) are literally related by sharing the
same character “xué”, and they are also semantically related in meaning and may have
a high probability to occur in the same context. However, in word-based computational
models, these two words are treated as two distinct words has no relations at all.
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The number of commonly used Chinese characters1 is around 3000, while the size
of word vocabulary can be way larger with new words created constantly. However, the
characters constitute the new word probably already appeared in the history documents.
In the standard Latent Dirichlet Allocation [3] model, all those words unseen in training data are assigned the equal probability in a topic by simply placing a symmetric
dirichlet prior[8] on the topic-word distribution, regardless of their component characters having diﬀerent occurrence rates in the training data. Hence, we will extend LDA
by incorporating Chinese character-word relation to improve the performance of topic
model when modeling Chinese documents.
This paper is structured as follows, the new proposed generative model is introduced
in details in Section 2. We apply Gibbs sampling [1,5] method to inference the model
in Section 3. Empirical results are given to evaluate this model in Section 4. The conclusions and future work is discussed in the end.

2 Character-Word Structure in Topic Modeling
2.1 Generative Model
To encode the character-word relation into topic model, we extend the standard LDA
by placing an asymmetric prior on the topic-word distribution. This prior is obtained
according to the character-word relation and topic-character distribution. The graphical
model is shown in Fig. 1. Besides, we refer to this extended LDA model as CharacterWord Topic Model (CWTM) in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Graphical model representation of Chinese character-word topic model

As illustrated in the Fig. 1, the document-topic modeling (the left part) is exactly
the same as standard LDA [2,3]. Wd,n represents an observable Chinese word where d
(d = 1, . . . , D) is the index of document and n (n = 1, . . . Nd ) is the index of words in
the document d. Zd,n is a K-dimensional multinomial random variable indicate which
topic is assigned to Wd,n . Each document d is a mixture of topics parameterized by θd
1

Previous research show that 3500 most commonly used characters can cover 99.48% of a
corpus of written materials with over 2 million characters. 1000 most used character can cover
90% of a daily life corpus with over a billion characters [16].
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which has a Dirichlet prior with hyperparameters mD , sD . The Dirichlet distribution is

denote by Dir(m, s) in this paper, where m is the normalized mean ( i mi = 1) and s is
called precision parameter (a scalar) that m ∗ s is equivalent to α in standard Dirichelet
distribution [8].
The CWTM model assumes that documents in a corpus C with Chinese word vocabulary size VW and character vocabulary size VC are generated by the following process:
1. For document d = 1, . . . , D:
(a) Draw a distribution over topics θd ∼ Dir(mD ,sD ).
(b) For each Chinese words n = 1, . . . , Nd , in document d:
(i) Draw a topic assignment Zd,n ∼ Mult(θd ).
(ii) Draw a word Wd,n ∼ Mult(ϕW (Zd,n ) ).
2. For each topic k = 1, . . . , K:
(a) Draw a topic distribution over Chinese characters ϕC (k) ∼ Dir(mC , sC ).
(b) Infer the distribution over Chinese words based on a deterministic function of
the distribution of Chinese characters ϕC(k) and character-word relationship
R: mW(k) =F(ϕC (k) , R).
(c) Draw a distribution over Chinese words ϕW (k) ∼ Dir(mW(k) , sW ).
R is a 2-dimensional matrix containing Chinese character-word composition relationship, it is defined as the count of character (C j ) contained in word (Wi ):
Ri j = Count(Wi , C j ) i = 1, 2, ..., VW

j = 1, 2, ..., VC

(1)

where VW and VC represent the size of Chinese word vocabulary and Chinese character
vocabulary, respectively. We define the deterministic function F as:
mW(k,i) = F(ϕC(k) , R)i = Nk (

VC


ϕC(k, j) Ri j )

1
VC
R
j=1 i j

i = 1, 2, ..., VW

(2)

j=1

where Nk is a constant to ensure all the coordinates of mW(k) sums to 1 and the characterword relation can be used in other form by simply altering the definition of function F.
2.2 Likelihood
The major diﬀerence between this model and LDA is the prior of the topic-word distribution ϕW . In LDA, all the K distributions ϕW (1) , ϕW (2) , ..., ϕW (K) own a common
symmetric dirichlet prior. While CWTW impose each topic-word distribution ϕW k with
a unique asymmetric Dirichlet prior parameterized by mW(k) and sW [11]. This means
that each ϕW (k) has a corresponding prior Dir(mW(k) , sW ). And the mean of this Dirichlet prior mW is obtained by a deterministic function F, which takes character-word
relation R and topic-character distribution ϕC (k) as inputs. Owing to the deterministic characteristic of generating ϕW (k) from R and ϕC (k) , K topic-character distributions
ϕC (1) , ϕC (2) , ..., ϕC (K) should be diﬀerent to ensure that topic-word distributions ϕW (1:K)
own priors with diﬀerent mean parameters mW(1:K) . Therefore, the character-word relation is incorporated as prior, which could make it less sensitive to errors caused by
character-word relation, rather than is hardcoded into the model[9]. And the balance
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between the prior originated from character-word relation and observed data could be
controlled by adjusting the Dirichlet precision parameter sW .
According to the description in Section 2.1, the joint distribution of all the variables
given hyperparameters is:
p(Wd , Zd , θd , ϕW , ϕC |mD , sD , mC , sC , sW , R) =

Nd


p(Wd,n|ϕW (Zd,n ) )p(Zd,n|θd )

(3)

n=1

·p(θd |mD , sD ) ·

K


p(ϕW (k) |sW , mW(k) )p(mW(k) |ϕC (k) , R)p(ϕC(k) |sC , mC )

k=1

where p(mW(k) |ϕC (k) , R) = 1 only when mW(k) = F(ϕC(k) , R) and 0 for all the other
values of mW(k) because F is a deterministic function.

3 Inference
Several methods have been proposed to do inference in LDA-like topic models [2,3].
In this paper, we will use Gibbs sampling [5], which is a special form of Markov chain
Monte Carlo [1,4] for CWTM inference.
3.1 Document Likelihood
As we can see from the graphical model illustrated in Fig. 1, the joint distribution
p(W, Z|mD , sD , mW , sW ) could be factored as follows:
p(W, Z|mD , sD , mW , sW ) = p(W|Z, mW , sW )p(Z|mD , sD )

(4)

And the two terms on the right side of above equation can be obtained by canceling out
ϕW and θ respectively:

p(W|Z, mW , sW ) =
p(W|Z, ϕW )p(ϕW |mW , sW )dmW
=

K

k=1

VW
Γ(nTk,iW + sW ∗ mW(k,i) )
Γ(sW ) 
Γ(sW ∗ mW(k,i) )
Γ(sW + nTk ) i

(5)


p(Z|mD , sD ) =
=

p(Z|θ)p(θ|mD , sD )dθ
N

d=1

DT
K
Γ(sD )  Γ(nd,k + sD ∗ mD(k) )
Γ(sD ∗ mD(k) )
Γ(sD + ndD ) k=1

(6)

where nT W is a matrices stored the counts of the number of times each Chinese word
is assigned to each topic, say nTk,iW denotes the count number of Chinese word indexed
DT
, element of nDT , denotes the count number
by i is assigned to topic k. Similarly, nd,k
 W TW
of Chinese words which are assigned to topic k in document d. And nTk = Vi=1
nk,i ,

K
D
DT
nd = k=1 nd,k .
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3.2 Collapsed Sampler
To perform Gibbs sampling, we need a sampler p(Zd,n = k|Zd,n− , W) from which new
samples are drawn. This sampler is similar to that of standard LDA in [5]. The derivation
of standard LDA’s inference algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is introduced with
details in [6].
p(Zd,n = k|Zd,n− , W) ∝

W
DT
[nTk,v−
+ mW (k,v) ][nd,k−
+ sd ∗ mD(k) ]
VW T W
i=1 nk,i− + sW

(7)

Noting W = {Wd,n = v, Wd,n− }, the subscript ‘ − ‘ represents current token indexed by
W
(d, n) is not taken into consideration. Besides, nTk,i−
denotes the count number of Chinese
word indexed by i is assigned to topic k.
Since this Gibbs sampling method directly estimate Zd,n for each word in the corpus,
topic-word distributions and document-topic distributions can be obtained by:
ϕW (k,i) =

nTk,iW + sW ∗ mW(k,t)
VW T W
i=1 nk,i + sW

DT
nd,k
+ sD ∗ mD(k)
θd,k = K DT
k=1 nd,k + sD

(8)

(9)

3.3 Estimate Topics over Chinese Characters
The Gibbs sampler proposed in Section 3.2 assumes mW as known, which is converted
from topics over Chinese character through a deterministic process by the function
F(R, ϕC ). Therefore it is necessary to estimate topics over Chinese characters ϕC .
To approximately estimate ϕC , we assume each Chinese character contained in the
Chinese word token Wd,n in the corpus is directly sampled from the corresponding
character-topic Multinomial distribution:
( j)

Cd,n ∼ Mult(ϕC(Zd,n ) )

(10)

where j denotes the index of the character in the word token Wd,n .
This means all characters in a word shared the identical topic, which is the same as
the word’s topic assignment. That is to say, if Chinese word “jı̀ suàn”(Wd,n) is assigned
(1)
(2)
with topic k, then its component characters “jı̀”(Cd,n
) and “suàn”(Cd,n
) are assigned the
same topic k. This makes sense because characters in a word are inclined to express
more related meanings.
Thus, the topic-character distribution could be approximately estimated as:
ϕC (k, j) =

nTC
k, j + sC ∗ mC(k, j)
VC TC
j=1 nk, j + sC

(11)

where nTC
k, j denotes the count number of Chinese character indexed by j is assigned to
topic k.
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The hyperparameters for CWTM are: mD , sD , mC , sC , sW , which are either Dirichlet
mean parameter or Dirichlet precision parameter. As with the standard LDA model, we
use symmetric priors in the latter experiment section. That is to say, we set mD and
mC as uniform distributions. For the other Dirichlet precision parameter, Griﬃths have
given a setting that show good quality in [5]. So we use that setting to fix sD = 50,
sW = VW ∗ 0.1 and sC = VC ∗ 0.1 for all k topics.

4 Experimental Studies
4.1 Data Descriptions
The Chinese corpus used in this paper is a news archive for classification provided by
the Sogou laboratory2. The documents in this corpus are news articles collected from
the website of the Sohu.com, which is one of the China’s biggest Internet media company. These news articles are manually edited and classified into 10 classes that cover
military, education, tourism and other topics. In the original corpus, each class contains
8000 documents. But few of these documents contain nothing but some meaningless
non-Chinese symbols. Therefore those documents contain less than 100 Chinese characters will be ignored in our research. We then selected 1000 documents with 100 documents per class from the corpus as our experiment data which is named as NEWS1K
and it is open to public online3 . To take Chinese word as basic unit of topic model,
we split Chinese documents into word tokens by using a Chinese word segmentation
tool ICTCLAS-094 in our experiments. We also removed rare terms that appears less
than 10 times across the whole corpus. For those terms that appears in over 50% of the
documents, we consider them as stop words and remove them from the corpus as well.
After the above preprocessing steps, the corpus NEWS1K contains 21389 unique Chinese words and 3631 unique Chinese characters. We then split NEWS1K into training
and test set by the rate 1 : 1. There are 3747 Chinese words only appeared in the test
set, but are unseen in training set.
4.2 Extracted Topics and Document Classification
The implementation of CWTM is based on GibbsLDA++5 . Then we separately apply
the standard LDA and CWTM to analyze NEWS1K’s training data with topic number
varies from 10 to 100. Fig. 2(a) shows top 20 terms of two topics independently extracted from CWTM and standard LDA when the number of topics is 50. As we can see
from the results, topics extracted from these 2 models are relevant to sports.
As we mentioned in Section 1, for the words not appeared in training data, characters
composing these words have appeared as component of other words in the training data.
CWTM takes the character-word relation into consideration. Therefore, as is illustrated
2
3
4

5

The corpus can be obtained at: http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/c.html
Dataset is available at: http://icmll.buaa.edu.cn/projects/topicmodel/index.html
ICTCLAS is an integrate Chinese lexical analysis system which provides a tool for Chinese
word segmentation. http://ictclas.org/
C/C++ Implementation of LDA. http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net/
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in Fig. 2(b), some of the words relevant to sports, even not appeared in the training
data, were assigned relatively higher probabilities in topics about sports by CWTM. For
example, the word “zhǔ kè chǎng”(home and away), though never appeared in training
documents, its component characters “zhǔ”, “kè”, and “chǎng” are the components of
those words appeared in training data. Therefore, it obtained a higher probability in
CWTM. On the other hand, not surprisingly, none of these words were ranked into
top 1000 words in the corresponding topic extracted by standard LDA model. Similar
situations as described above happened with diﬀerent number of topics.
Term Rank CWTM (Topic 6)
Term Rank CWTM (Topic 6) Standard LDA (Topic 45)
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(a) Top 20 words of extracted topics from
CWTM and the standard LDA when the
number of topics is 50.
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(b) Some words, though not
appeared in training data,
ranked in top 1000 of the 6th
topic extracted from CWTM
with topic number equals to 50.

Fig. 2. Samples of extracted topics by using two diﬀerent topic models: LDA and CWTM

The above extracted topics indicates that our method to incorporating character-word
relation make the topics more reasonable. Then we make experiments to see its performance in document classification compared to standard LDA[12]. When modeling
documents with topic model, each document can be represented as a distribution over
topics by parameter θ. If two documents are semantically similar, it means the distance
between two corresponding topic distributions is small, too. By using topic distributions, we can quantitatively measure the semantic (dis)similarities between documents.
In such a way, documents of each class can be mapped to a K-dimensional space where
K is the number of topics. In such a space, we can use discriminative machine learning algorithms, such as Neural Network (NN), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) or Support
Vector Machine (SVM), to classify these documents based on the semantic distance
measure in terms of dissimilarity between topic distributions θ. In particular, we employ the SVM to the classification task on the NEWS1K dataset for its eﬀectiveness in
text classifications such as question classification [10,7]. We adopted libsvm6 with its
default RBF kernel in our experiments.
6

LIBSVM is an integrated software for support vector classification, regression and distribution
estimation. http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜ cjlin/libsvm/
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Fig. 3. Text classification accuracy based on standard LDA and CWTM

The classification accuracy of standard LDA and CWTM on the test data with diﬀerent number of topics k is shown in Fig. 3. CWTM have a higher classification accuracy
at all numbers of topic except when number of topic equals to 10. This may be caused
by the too much errors brought to the topic-word distribution ϕW by the character-word
relation prior when the number of topics is very small. Generally, our model have a
better performance in document classification when a considerable number of words
appeared only in test data while not in training data.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a method to incorporate character-word relation into the topic
model by placing an asymmetric prior on the topic-word distribution of standard Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. And experiments show, compared to LDA, CWTM
can extract more reasonable topics and improve performance in document classification
under certain circumstance. Besides, our proposed method can be easily applied to the
most of the other topic models.
Though this method of encoding Chinese character-word relation could improve the
performances of topic model, the errors brought to the model by this method prevent it
from performing much better in modeling Chinese documents. This may be improved
by altering the definition of the function F(ϕC (k) , R) or a more sophisticated model
structure.
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